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Introduction
The purpose of this eBook is to provide help for awesome people who want to
provide support and stay in touch with someone going through breast cancer
(BC). These are my tips for supporting someone with BC, utilising my experience
as a two-time BC survivor.

Why We Need Support
BC can be hard work. At its worst, it can be lonely, debilitating and almost neverending, as treatments can be long and side-effects harsh. There are times when
cooking or even eating is difficult, driving is not allowed and having company is
just plain better than doing it all by yourself. Like the normal ups and downs of
life, there are times when friends and family make a bad day a lot easier. Having
BC is one of those times in life when you really need support.
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It’s Not About You, It’s Me
Unfortunately, many people avoid people with cancer. So the cancer experience
can be a startling one when friends seem to just disappear. It can be a sifting
process (like other major life events) for friendships where some stick and some
don’t. So if you can provide a little support, that is fantastic.

I Don’t Know What To Do
Are you able to give support? Cancer may be confronting to you. Perhaps you
are scared that your friend will die. Perhaps it’s just really confusing or difficult to
understand. Or perhaps you feel uncomfortable or hate hospitals. You are not
alone there. It is not always easy to be a supporter. If you would like to be, but feel
you have your own concerns to deal with, are you able to address those concerns?
The Cancer Society in particular has amazing nurses and support staff who can
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assist both c ancer sur vivors and their suppor t people: ht tp://
www.cancernz.org.nz/.

So how do we support someone with BC?
It is tricky as there are a lot of different variables with no set formula. Every
person with BC is unique and will have a different set of responses and needs.
And you – the support person - are a unique person too with individual
preferences and time constraints.

In addition, cancer and treatment paths vary widely. Some cancer journeys may be
comparatively minor and of short duration but others are major and last years. So
there is no formula, there is no perfect way to do this, but I will do my best to give
a few pointers from my experience. And thank you to all the BC supporters out
there!
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10 DOs for supporting someone with
breast cancer
How to be a Great Supporter
1. Do Know Your Limits
Cancer can be tough and supporting someone can be equally tough. It’s important
that you know how much you can and can’t give to that person. Also, supporters
must look after themselves and get their own support if they need it. Your local
Cancer Society or Council will offer a range of services for cancer supporters as
well as those going through BC.
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2. Do decide on what kind of supporter you can be
consistently
It isn’t really that useful to do something once and then disappear without
explanation (it can be a bit confusing). So realistically, what could you do
consistently? Hospital or home visits once a month, phone or email every two
weeks, drop around some muffins once a month? Please aim to be there for the
long haul or advise if you are opting out.

3. Do check your emotions.
Do check your emotions so you can be there for your friend. How do you feel
about your friend with cancer? If you are upset or angry about it, try and process
that so that you can be there for your friend. If you are stressed about work or life
in general, do something about it before that visit or phone call so you don’t end
up dumping your emotions. Don’t get me wrong, we want to hear about your life,
but we have enough stress to deal with.
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4. Do educate yourself a little.
A person going through cancer treatment is suddenly required to become a mini
cancer specialist with a rapid learning curve about their illness and the treatment
regimes. Can you read some information from your Cancer Society or Council on
BC? It would be helpful if you knew about: cancer types and stages (i.e. is it early
or late stage), what the surgery involves, and chemotherapy and radiation. That
way, your friend can talk to you about the various treatments and their side effects
and you will know what to expect.

5. Do be patient about timeframes and the unknownness
Some cancer treatments are a question mark; we are not sure exactly when they
will end or what the side effects will be. Some healthy folks think that someone
should be better within say six months or straight after chemo finishes but it is not
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always like that. Maybe there is a little impatience that we are not getting well fast
enough.
Newsflash; cancer doesn’t always follow a predictable recovery path. If you think
you’re bored and sick of your friend being sick, try walking in their shoes. The
friends who are there when you are going through 18 months plus of cancer
treatment are gold.

6. Do know that cancer and treatment side eﬀects (e.g.
fatigue) are often invisible
Many BC treatments look invisible but inside, you feel fatigue beyond belief or
other side effects. So it’s good to check before visiting on how long you ought to
stay. Ten minutes might not seem long to you but could be wearing. Also, BC
survivors must put themselves first at all times, especially where they have finite
amounts of energy. So expect that BC survivors may say NO to an offer of
support due to fatigue or other side effects.

7. Do listen
Listening is important when communicating with a BC survivor. We do enjoy
hearing about normal life out there and even planning things for when we are
better (e.g. the dream holiday when treatment ends). We may also appreciate a
sounding board to discuss things that we are going through. Please allow space in
the conversation for us to discuss our experiences (though many BC survivors will
want to talk about things other than BC).
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8. For employers: Do be flexible with timeframes
Your employee may not know when the treatments will end and she may not know
how she will feel in three months or a year. This can be particularly difficult for
employers as there is not a stock formula for how cancer and recovery work (we
don’t have a crystal ball to see into the future). Try to be flexible if you can.
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Practical ways to support
9. Do Ask
What her needs are and offer any support you can.

10. Do think of practical ways to support
I found that offers such as company at appointments or to take me grocery
shopping are priceless. Here are some other practical ideas:
• Going to the hospital.
Please check first whether your friend is up to visitors but if so, a visit after
surgery can really help us through these experiences.
• Company to medical appointments can be gold.
You can take notes of what the Doctors say and help debrief or analyse the
information given. This is really helpful.

• Treats.
Anything is good. Muffins, or flowers or lemons from the garden. Spending
money is not necessary, e.g. you may have a magazine at home that you’ve
finished reading. (N.B. if someone is going through chemo, some flowers can
be too strong-smelling)

• Letters, cards, emails and messages of support.
People love receiving inspiring cards or emails as they give them such a lift.
Phone calls can be good too but this depends on the energy levels of the
person.
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• Food.
If cooking is your forte, a meal for the freezer can be a real help when
someone is not able to cook.
• Bring/loan DVDs, books or magazines.
These are excellent for someone without much energy.
• Time.
Offering time with some options on how it is spent is great, e.g. “I could mow
the lawn, take you grocery shopping, go to a movie or go for a walk.” A friend
recently rang me and said “I have Saturday free and we can do whatever you
want.” It was so helpful as I couldn’t drive or carry bags of groceries.

• Financial.
This is definitely not expected but if needed and you can afford it, can be very
helpful. For example, a friend put $50 inside a card a few months ago and I
used it to get my house cleaned after my breast reconstruction surgery. Also,
last time I had BC, I needed to pay for the drug Herceptin at nearly $65,000.
Friends, family and colleagues fundraised for me and raised almost the entire
amount. It is unbelievable what can be achieved by a few people with lots of
energy and support.
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10 DON’Ts in supporting someone with
breast cancer
There really isn’t too much you can do wrong. If you care, it will show. However,
there are a few tricks that can prevent unintended upsets when you mean well.

1. Don’t ignore her BC
Leave her to it for a year or two. Surely she won’t notice that you haven’t contacted
her in one of her most challenging times? She will!

2. Don’t mention the diagnosis
Talk to her about everything else but don’t ever acknowledge the BC. I found that
some people felt nervous in talking to me and sometimes talked about every topic
under the sun. BC survivors definitely do not want to talk about themselves or
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cancer all the time but if you are close to her, it is nice to acknowledge the BC
perhaps the first time you meet after you learn of the diagnosis.
If you don’t know what to say, “I’m so sorry to hear about your diagnosis. I don’t
know what to say” is human and fine. Sometimes people will say to me “if you
need to talk or need anything, let me know.” That way, I know that I can raise the
BC topic with them if I want to. Also, you could convey your message by email or
in a card.

3. Don’t be too negative
Tell her how terrible she looks and what a terrible life she has right now. “You
poor thing” or “how are you?” but said with that heavy intonation and staring
eyes! We know you mean well, so err on the side of gentle positivity and support
with empathy not sympathy.
Perhaps, you could ask people how they are doing with their treatment in a neutral
tone or give a compliment on something that person is wearing. People sometimes
tell me that I am brave or inspiring. You don’t necessarily know if those comments
are true but it is nice to hear.
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4. Don’t overwhelm her with your problems
She has enough to deal with without having to solve your major problems. Share
your life but don’t dump it.

5. Don’t give lectures on lifestyle unless asked
I am a vegetarian, do yoga and other exercise, meditate and am a positive person.
Yet I would find emails or articles on my desk giving me advice on how I should
treat my cancer, especially by going to Mexican clinics. I found this quite upsetting
but it is understandable and tempting to do. Once I asked someone with BC
whether she used a natural deodorant! I can’t believe I did it. Leave the medical
advice to the cancer specialists unless your friend wants to discuss this with you.
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6. Don’t tell her about all the other people you know
Don’t tell her gloomy stories about other people you know who are sick, have died
from cancer or just having terrible problems. I think it is a natural instinct to tell
someone ill stories about other ill people. But it can be upsetting, depressing and
not appropriate. You mean well, but don’t.

7. Don’t visit when you have a cold, flu or bug
Cancer treatments often depress the immune system leaving us vulnerable and
with huge reactions to what might seem to you like a little cold. Don’t visit when
you are sick.
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8. Don’t burn out
This is primarily for partners, as it can terribly difficult for partners of those
going through BC. Most support is aimed at the BC survivor but their partners
often are working full time, doing extra childcare and house work plus attending
hospital appointments. It is a big load. It is essential for partners to support each
other in this challenging time. But you must also look after your health and seek
assistance if you need.
There is a lot of support available at local Cancer Societies or Councils, one or one
or in groups such as: http://www.cancernz.org.nz/.

9. Don’t try to be perfect
After all these dos and don’ts, there is no such thing and it is normal to feel
awkward or not know what to say. Just be yourself. A friend just rang me and said
“I just don’t know about this cancer stuff. Can you tell me so I know what to say?”
It was honest and human. As is “I don’t know what to say.”
For me, I usually like to update people on where I’m up to with the BC treatment
and then move on to their lives, the latest movies, work, politics etc.

10. For employers: Don’t put pressure on your employee
Don’t put pressure on your employee to work or make decisions when they are not
well or not fully recovered.

All the best with supporting your friend or family
member with Breast Cancer!
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Conclusion
About me
I’m Andrea Fairbairn and I am a 45-year-old Pacific Island New Zealand woman
who’s had breast cancer twice.

I was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2007 and again in 2011. From my breast
cancer experiences, I wanted to share my vision of making breast cancer easier
and a positive life changing moment, rather than all nausea and hair loss. I have
lived most my life in Wellington, New Zealand; though I have done a bit of
travelling overseas for work and holidays. I have always loved art, writing and
helping people and have a BA in Psychology. I then worked in community
development and international aid and have a Master’s degree in Development
Studies. However, when I was diagnosed with breast cancer, it started me on a
whole new direction of self-care, healing and learning.
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About Breast Cancer Nirvana
When I had breast cancer the first time, it was hard and there was so much
learning in that time. However, when I was diagnosed the second time, it felt
different; I had already learned pretty much all I could learn about breast cancer.
This time, I felt that part of the purpose of my breast cancer was less about me
and more about helping others… sort of part of my destiny.

So I created the Breast Cancer Nirvana website with this vision, and remain
committed to supporting others not only survive breast cancer, but hopefully win
a second chance at a great life. The name Breast Cancer Nirvana came about as I
wanted people to feel peaceful and supported when they came to the site and also,
to reflect the personal development and growth required through the experience
of cancer.
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Part of Breast Cancer Nirvana is about utilising my experiences for good by
sharing the ups and downs of breast cancer and chemo. There are piles of cool
resources, support and inspiring stories for women going through breast cancer
and I wanted you to see everything in one place. Also, I wanted people to learn
about what it’s like to go through breast cancer, and tips on how best to support
our friends and family going through breast cancer. Please also check out my
eBook Chemo 101, where I go through all my lessons learned and tips for making
chemo a bit easier and a bit better.
I wish to thank so many people in my breast cancer journey. My family who have
been so supportive, my super amazing medical team and my fabulous friends. I
feel very grateful for every terrible and wonderful experience as it has brought me
to who I am today, where I am healthy and in a great place.
To find out what I’m doing now, please check out my Moving Forward Diary on
www.breastcancernirvana.co.nz.
X Andrea
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